
Legal / Professional Services
Law firms, accounting firms, consulting firms, and others in the service sector are 
experiencing rapid transformations in their workplace and in their clients’ 
expectations.

While challenging to some, others see an opportunity to reimagine service delivery 
and workflow. The availability of world-class cloud services, work-anywhere 
platforms, and affordable cybersecurity solutions make transformation easier and 
more important than ever before.

Our deep experience in professional services is reflected in our client roster. 
Through knowledge of new software tools, best practices, and efficient workflows, 
we enable you to benefit from the foundational shifts in technology, stay ahead of 
the competition, and ensure a bright future for you and your clients.

Solution Highlights 
• Microsoft 365/Google Workspace 

deployments
• Modern document management systems
• Expertise in time-tracking/reporting tools
• Industry-specific compliance 

management
• Phone/IM communications management

Sectors 
• Law Firms
• Accounting Firms
• Insurance Agencies
• Real Estate 

Management
• Media 

&Entertainment

Support Services Your job is servicing your clients, not dealing with tech issues. Our 
job is to seamlessly get you back to doing your job when issues arise. 
Our support team is ready to help 24/7 and 365 days a year.

Cloud & Infrastructure 
Management

Secure and easy access is the key to organizing all of your information in 
the most efficient way possible. Our focus is on creating a clean and 
flexible infrastructure that serves your business best.. 

Cybersecurity

Business Transformation Adding more clients to your business IS your business, but is your 
technology ecosystem truly ready for growth? We help you put the 
pieces in place that will ensure a smooth transition as you grow and 
evolve.

Industry Challenges:
• Newly distributed workforce
• Document management and 

sharing
• Time tracking and reporting
• Industry cybersecurity 

requirements
• Unified communications

Keeping your clients’ trust means keeping their information safe and 
secure. Our cybersecurity solutions minimize risk while meeting the 
compliance and regulatory standards of your specific industry.


